Effects of naltrexone and signaling inescapable electric shock on nociception and gastric lesions in rats.
The antinociceptive effects of signaled shock and its physiological underpinnings were examined in two experiments. In Experiment 1, rats were exposed to one of three shock conditions: no shock, unsignaled shock, and signaled (by a 10-s, 1000-Hz tone) shock. In each condition the rats were tested hourly in the absence of tones for nociception, with vocalization to shock used as the behavioral measure. Rats receiving signaled shocks had stomach ulcer scores intermediate between those of no-shock and unsignaled shock animals. The signaled shock rats also displayed a pronounced vocalization antinociception effect. This suggested that signaled shock may be less aversive. Experiment 2 was designed to investigate a possible role of endogenous opiate peptides in these effects. In Experiment 2, animals received hourly injections of either the opiate antagonist naltrexone (7 mg/kg, ip) or saline. There were no significant effects of naltrexone on either stomach pathology or nociception scores. The same effects of signaled shock were obtained as in Experiment 1. It is concluded that the role of endogenous opiates in the effects of signaled shock seen here is minimal.